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Abstract—Bayesian optimization is used to investigate the
optimal grating parameters of realistic SPADs, enhancing high
absorption by positioning a resonance exactly at 940 nm.
Bayesian optimization allows us to find optimal parameters while
minimizing the numerical cost required.

Index Terms—Bayesian optimization, SPADs, diffractive grat-
ing, resonance, RCWA, optical, absorption

I. INTRODUCTION

CMOS image sensors (CIS) for the near infrared range
(NIR) sensing are currently used in a great number of smart-
phones, laptops, and digital cameras, but also in various
areas such as biological inspection, Time-of-Flight (ToF) and
fiber optic communication [1]. NIR light, in particular the
wavelength of 940 nm, is mostly used because of its invisibility
to the human eye, allowing constant illuminations required, for
example, by distance measurement or facial recognition. How-
ever, CIS tends to show low efficiency at such wavelengths
mainly because silicon, due to its indirect bandgap value of
1.2eV, is almost transparent at this wavelength.

One way to improve NIR light absorption efficiency in CISs
is to use nanostructured pattern on top of the silicon substrate.
Both plasmonic metal patterning [2], [3] yielding strong elec-
tric field enhancement by resonant coupling between photons
and electrons in metal, and diffractive patterning [4] allowing
to increase light propagation length and effective silicon thick-
ness, have shown drastic increase in NIR light sensitivity of
CISs. Among the various patterns used, such as the rectangular
array [2], [3] or nanopillar array [5], the Inverted Pyramid
Array (IPA) [6], [7] have been used in mass production [8].

The design of such nanoscale patterning schemes heavily
relies on numerical modeling and, in most cases, multi-
parametric simulations are performed to obtain an exploitable
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picture of the role of each geometric parameter. Depending on
the complexity of the considered structures, these numerical
studies can require a considerable amount of computational
resources, especially in the general three-dimensional setting.
An alternative and attractive approach is to resort to a nu-
merical optimization approach for discovering optimal sets of
geometrical parameters. Although such numerical optimization
strategies have been extensively considered in the recent years
for metamaterial design and metasurfaces (see in particular
[9]), their development for nanostructured CMOS image sen-
sors seems to be less remarkable.

In this work, we introduce an inverse design approach that
combines optical solvers for the numerical characterization of
light absorption in a nanostructured CMOS image sensor, with
a statistical learning-based global optimization method, for
goal-oriented discovery of the optimal patterning parameters.
Realistic 2D SPAD with side DTI to isolate pixels can reach
up to an absorption of 80% at 940 nm.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem of improving the performance of diffractive
grating arrays has been widely studied in literature [2], [3],
[5], [8], [10]. Some interesting contributions focusing on
the grating itself can provide a physical intuition of the
transmitting diffractive orders or on the optimization and the
increase of the effective light path length within the pixel [2].
However, in a ”resonant-chamber-like pixel” exhibiting side
wall Deep Trenches Isolation (DTI), such an approach can
fail to predict resonances that may occur in the whole pixel.
We would like to study and optimize the resonances, resulting
from a diffraction grating in a SPAD pixel with DTIs. We
consider pixels operating in a monochromatic mode, including
the study of geometrical parameters and their interactions. A
resonance is here defined as a peak in the absorption profile.



Increasing the light absorption, at 940 nm, in a pixel, may be
equivalent to positioning a resonance exactly at 940 nm. The
maximization of the light absorption at 940 nm is performed
with Bayesian optimization, also referred as Efficient Global
Optimization (EGO) [11]. The optical absorption for each two-
dimensional design is calculated with an in-house rigorous
coupled wave analysis (RCWA) solver [12]. Fig. 1 shows the
output of the optical solver, from which the objective function
is computed.

Fig. 1. Map of the electric field norm for the optimized structure at λ = 940
nm. The grating enables an important diffraction of the light. In particular,
first diffraction order is visible through the angular path of the light within
the Silicon. The null electric field outside the active silicon shows that DTIs
successfully confine the light. Using the Ohmic losses formula, the absorption
within the active region is obtained by integrating the norm of the electric
field over the active region:
A(λ) = ε0λ

2

∫
Im(εSi)|E|2.

Relevant SPAD geometrical parameters to be optimized are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. They include the grating ones but
also the side DTIs position, LDTI , and thickness, Lrl,DTI ,
as well as the Si thickness Lepi. As it can be seen in Fig. 4,
the absorption as a function of the structuration pattern depth
Ldepth exhibits multiple resonances. This greatly justifies the
relevance of a global optimization approach and prevents
any efficient use of a local optimizer, such as, for instance,
conjugate gradient.

III. RESULTS

As a demonstrator of the relevance of EGO, we inde-
pendently optimized two and three geometrical parameters,
namely (Lpitch, Ldepth) and (Lepi, Lpitch, Ldepth), and we
found an optimum reaching an absorption up to 80% in both
cases (Fig. 6). In Fig. 7, the objective function values (the
absorption at 940 nm), for each optimization iterations, are
shown. The values are first increasing, then reach a plateau,
showing that an optimum has been found.

Fig. 9 shows the linear sweep response on a reduced
subspace (Lpitch, Ldepth) and best performing parameters of
the EGO optimization (when 2 parameters are considered).

Optimizing the inner Si absorption with EGO, allowed us
to perform better than the 47% absorption found in [2]. Also,

Fig. 2. 2D nanostructured SPAD, with parameters, in µm: Lepi = 5,
Lpitch = 0.5, Ldepth = 0.218, LDTI = 0.2, Lrl,DTI = 0.5 and nbpitch
= 10. Red is air, black is tungsten, grey is TA2O5, blue is SiO2, green is Si
and orange is Cu. The DTIs are shown as left and right blue thin rectangles.
The active Si region is the central green square in between DTIs.
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Fig. 3. Definition of Ldepth, Lpitch, f , Lrl,DTI and nbpitch of the
gratings. In this study, nbpitch is set to 10 (only 5 are shown here for
visualization purposes). Green (respectively blue) rectangles are made of Si
(resp. SiO2). An extra Si pillar of length (1 − f)Lpitch is added on the
right to ensure that the grating is centered, and that the distance between the
trenches and the two DTI (left and right) are equal. In this example, we have:
Lpitch = 500 nm, f = 0.5, Lrl,DTI = 500 nm and Ldepth = 200 nm.

our methodology finds an optimum with lower numerical cost
compared to a usual linear parameters sweep.

Furthermore, using the surrogate Gaussian process model
allows to identify the area of coupling resonances on the
searched parameters space. Combining the best performing
designs, the prediction of the underlying Gaussian process al-
lows us generating more than 97 alternative designs presenting
an absorption higher than 75%. This efficiency of surrogate
Gaussian processes must be remembered for further studies.

IV. CONCLUSION

We demonstrated the relevance of Bayesian global opti-
mization approach with EGO to find optimal geometrical
parameters for nanostructured SPAD with DTIs. We ought
to mention that optimizing only a 2D structure intrinsically
limits the scope of the optimum found, since the jump to 3D
arises specific difficulties. The first of these difficulties lies in
the choice of the grating shapes considered. More 3D grating
optimization will be shown at the conference. Moreover, we
excluded two structural elements that could be taken into
account to optimize a structure closer to the real device: the
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Fig. 4. RCWA 2D computation of the inner Si absorption, as a function of
Ldepth of the structure described in Figs. 2 and 3 . If not varying, we have
Lepi = 5 µm, Lpitch = 500 nm and Ldepth = 218 nm. A(940) denotes
the inner Si absorption at 940 nm.
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Fig. 5. Lpitch sweep, 851 dots.

lens and the non-perfect metal reflector. As a typical example,
a lens, by focusing the light inside the SPADs, has a great
influence on the grating response, and it should be included
in a complete optimization, for instance by varying its radius
of curvature.
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Fig. 7. Objective function according to the iterations, for the Bayesian
optimization on 3 geometrical parameters (see text for details). DOE (resp.
EGO) iterations are displayed in blue (resp. red). The maximum reached is
80% and is marked as a black triangle. The gray line is the maximum reached
during the optimization.
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Fig. 8. 3D TO FILL Objective function according to the iterations, for the
Bayesian optimization on 3 geometrical parameters (see text for details). DOE
(resp. EGO) iterations are displayed in blue (resp. red). The maximum reached
is 80% and is marked as a black triangle. The gray line is the maximum
reached during the optimization.
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